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GOES-R Mission Key Requirements
Earth observation from 68ºN to 68ºS lattitude & 150ºE to 2ºW longitude
Full Earth disk image every 15 minutes
Key Performance Parameter (KPP): Cloud and Moisture Imagery
Data Latency less than or equal to product refresh rate
34 atmospheric, land, ocean, space, and solar weather products
Replacement for failed spacecraft with on-orbit spare: 3 weeks
Mission availability for East and West stations: 0.80
Data outages <=6 hours per year










































































































Size     
(at nadir) Band Name/Use
1 0.47 300:1 1km  Blue
2 0.64 300:1 0.5km  Red
3 0.86 300:1 1km  Vegetation
4 1.38 300:1 2km  Cirrus
5 1.6 300:1 1km  Snow/Ice
6 2.2 300:1 2km  Cloud Particle Size
7 3.9 0.1K 2km  Shortwave Window
8 6.2 0.1K 2km  Upper-Level Tropospheric Water Vapor
9 6.9 0.1K 2km Mid-Level Tropospheric Water Vapor
10 7.3 0.1K 2km Lower-level Water Vapor
11 8.4 0.1K 2km  Cloud-Top Phase
12 9.6 0.1K 2km  Ozone
13 10.3 0.1K 2km  Clean  IR Longwave Window
14 11.2 0.1K 2km IR Longwave Window
15 12.3 0.1K 2km  Dirty  Longwave Window
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4 of 5 sensors
Earth Pointing Platform isolated from Spacecraft body 
to provide low jitter environment for ABI and GLM.
Platform has star trackers and gyro to provide 
attitude information for instrument navigation. 
Solar Pointing Platform on Solar Array Wing 
provides constant view of Sun for SUVI & EXIS



































EMI EMI (for SAR and DCPR) in UHF band ‐12 dBµV/m ‐24 dBµV/m
Transmit Data Rate 120Mbps 120Mbps
Raw Data Link Margin 3dB 9dB
Availability Lost observation time <120 min per year 0 min per year










Reaction Wheels Isolation to Minimize
Disturbances Transmitted to Spacecraft
Earth Pointing Platform Isolated to 
Minimize Disturbances to ABI & GLM










ABI 1st Light, January 7, 2017
RGB using 0.47um, 0.64um, 0.86um
19
First ABI Public Release
20GOES‐16 vs GOES‐13 on January 15, 2017
GOES‐R every 15 minutes GOES‐N every 3 hours
21
Full Disk Imagery Increased
From 8X to 96X per Day
Courtesy Dan Lindsey, Colorado State University/CIRA
22
3.9 um (hotspots) 
0.47 um (smoke plumes)
Courtesy Bill Line, 
National Weather Service
ABI Tracks Wild Fires
23
Pre‐decisional – For NASA/NOAA Internal Use Only
ABI 3.9um Channel Sees Atlas V Launch
24
GLM Lightning Map 
25
Courtesy NASA Short‐term Prediction 
Research and Transition Center 
ABI Band 13 Infrared Imagery
Severe Weather in Eastern U.S.
26
GLM Lightning Detected during
Severe Weather in Eastern U.S.
27
GLM lightning superimposed on GLM background
Courtesy 
Lockheed Martin
SUVI 304Å Channel
28
Courtesy 
Lockheed Martin 
Hurricane Harvey Strikes Texas Coast
29Courtesy CIRA
ABI 0.64um
Lightning in Hurricane Harvey
Courtesy UW CIMSS
ABI 0.47um Imagery 
with 
GLM lightning groups
GOES‐S Getting Ready for Launch
31
GOES‐S Satellite 
at Lockheed Martin
32
Many thanks to the GOES‐R Team!
Check out the latest GOES‐16 Imagery at:
www.goes‐r.gov
Twitter.com: #GOES16
http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/goes/blog/
http://rammb.cira.colostate.edu/ramsdis/online/loop_of_the_day/
